
Start sending your FBA inbound shipments for your faster-selling items directly to Amazon Fulfilment Centres in the UK, 
and save on European Fulfilment Network fees for your sales on Amazon.co.uk. You can also boost your UK sales as 
your products become eligible for Amazon Prime, and other accelerated delivery options as well as, in many cases, free 
Super Saver Delivery.

The European Fulfilment Network (EFN) allows sellers registered for Fulfilment by Amazon (FBA) and using their Amazon 
European Marketplaces Account to fulfil orders coming from other European marketplaces from their local inventory 
pool stored at Amazon Fulfilment Centres on their home marketplace. An additional EFN flat fee is charged per unit 
dispatched on top of the local FBA fees from the Marketplace the order originates from.

Multi-Country Inbound (MCI) has been designed to simplify and optimise the cost involved in selling internationally 
EU-wide with Amazon. With MCI, selected sellers who are invited to participate in the programme will be able to direct 
their FBA inbound shipments to specific countries in the EU, and be able to fulfil a larger share of their orders from a 
local inventory pool. The Multi-Country Inbound Programme gives customers ordering on the local marketplace where 
the inventory is located access to accelerated and discounted delivery under the Amazon Prime programme, often free 
Super Saver Delivery and other accelerated delivery options which buyers really appreciate and which can drive up sales.  
Also outbound shipping costs for sellers are reduced with the elimination of the EFN per unit fee. 

Multi-Country Inbound is currently a gated feature, only available upon invitation to a selected group of sellers. After 
registering for the Multi-Country Inbound Programme via email, you will be able to send your UK-designated FBA 
inventory to a local destination where it will be made available by Amazon in a Fulfilment Centre outside your home 
marketplace. During the shipment creation process, you will be prompted to choose from a number of possible 
European countries to which your inbound shipment can be sent, including the UK. Please note that Amazon has the 
right to change the list of available countries at any time and without prior notice. 

Participants in the Multi-Country Inbound programme should be advised of the 
following important information: 
Stickerless, commingled products belonging to you and stored in Fulfilment Centres in different EU countries will be 
treated as a common European inventory pool. This is not the case for labelled inventory. It can sometimes happen that 
domestic inventory is not available for dispatch, for example, because the item is out of stock, reserved, or deemed 
unsellable, or because a natural disaster such as a winter storm or flood has occurred in the area where the domestic 
Fulfilment Centre is located. In such cases, in order to keep our delivery promise, Amazon will source inventory via the 
European Fulfilment Network and dispatch the product from a different country. An EFN fee will be charged for the 
dispatch which will be reimbursed later by Amazon. The seller will need to contact Seller Support via their seller account 
to request the reimbursement. We will not however provide information on why we chose EFN inventory over domestic 
inventory. 

Please note that you are and remain solely responsible for complying with all applicable laws in each marketplace in 
which you offer your products, as well as any obligations towards Amazon, in particular those contained in an applicable 
seller services agreement, such as the Amazon Services Europe Business Solutions Agreement or a Merchants@Amazon 
Program Agreement, or our International Seller Rules. You should also read and understand our EU Import & Cross 
Border Sales Information Document before using our Multi-Country Inbound Programme.

For further information about the Multi-Country Inbound programme, please 
contact your local Sales Representative. 
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